Temporal action localization from untrimmed videos is a fundamental task for real-world computer vision applications such as video surveillance systems. Even though a great deal of research attention has been paid to the problem, precise localization of human activities at a frame level still remains as a challenge. In this paper, we propose CoarseFine networks that learn highly discriminative features without loss of time granularity with two streams: the coarse and fine networks. The coarse network aims to classify the action category based on the global context of a video by taking advantage of the description power of successful action recognition models. On the other hand, the fine network does not deploy temporal pooling constrained with a low channel capacity. The fine network is specialized to identify the per-frame location of actions based on local semantics. This approach enables CoarseFine networks to learn find-grained representations without any temporal information loss. Our extensive experiments on two challenging benchmarks, THUMOS14 and ActivityNet-v1.3, validate that our proposed method provides a higher accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art by a remarkable margin in per-frame labeling and temporal action localization tasks while the computational cost is significantly reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of videos in our lives has been exponentially increasing with the advancement of digital imaging technology. Video recording devices, ranging from non-stop equipment such as CCTVs and dashcams to hand-held portable devices like mobile phones, are constantly producing numerous visual data. Therefore, the automatic video analysis, especially for human activity understanding, becomes an indispensable and core technology for various real-world applications. The performance of human activity recognition from a temporally trimmed video containing a single action instance has reached to a significant level through the research efforts in the past decades. However, videos in the wild are indeed untrimmed and can have multiple action instances with variety of background contents. Thus, research attention of the action recognition study is recently shifting to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Malik Jahan Khan. the temporal action localization problem that identifies the frame intervals containing actions and their corresponding action classes from an untrimmed video.
Inspired from successful object detection models based on the bounding box proposal techniques [1] - [3] , action proposals are actively adopted in many recent temporal action localization methods [4] - [7] . Although the proposals in object detection provide a high accuracy, these anchor-based approaches in action localization suffer from imprecise predictions as the lengths of actions in videos are much more diverse than the object sizes in 2D images. The problem becomes more severe especially for very short or long action instances.
On the other hand, the latest approaches have shown that learning features and predictions at a frame level alleviates the aforementioned difficulties of anchor-based frameworks [8] - [10] . They utilize the score distribution of the action classification at a finer level to generate proposals without any pre-defined anchor lengths and have shown that VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ these flexible segments provide more precise results with high recall.
Nowadays, 3D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated their superior performance in action recognition, and therefore it is natural to exploit their features for temporal action localization [11] - [14] . However, existing neural networks for action recognition are originally designed for predicting a single class for a video. Hence, their intermediate representations are obviously contracted (i.e. downsampled) along the temporal dimension. Such loss of granularity of time disturbs the localization methods from generating accurate action proposals as described in Fig. 1 .
Learning fine-grained temporal representations has been studied in recent years [15] - [19] . Those methods recover the time dimension by using de-convolution inspired from the semantic segmentation models or by sacrificing the number of temporal pooling operations to preserve the granularity of time. In spite of the excellence in the segmentation task, upsampling-based models hardly learn spatio-temporal features jointly because there are too many learnable parameters with limited training data. Using dilated convolutions could be an appropriate choice to reduce weights to train with large receptive fields. However, it requires expensive computational cost as well as losing the benefits of downsampling. Furthermore, important temporal information can be missed as the dilation operations are basically an uniform sampling.
In order to solve the aforementioned issues, we propose CoarseFine networks which take advantage of downsampling and preserve the temporal dimension with two streams: a coarse network and a fine network. The coarse network is a 3D CNN model designed for the action recognition with temporal downsampling operations. Therefore, it produces coarse representations with large receptive fields. On the other hand, the fine network rather concentrates on extracting fine-grained temporal features. It does not use any temporal pooling but deploys a low channel capacity. The lightweight architecture of the fine stream not only reduces the computational cost but also distinguishes its role from the coarse network. In other words, the coarse network focuses on recognizing the action classes in the video, and the fine network is encouraged to identify the temporal location of the actions. As a result, CoarseFine networks can deal with various temporal granularity with high accuracy and lower computational cost as well.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose CoarseFine networks to learn fine-grained temporal representations by taking the benefits of both temporal preservation and downsampling with two streams: the coarse network focusing on the action classes and the fine network concentrating on the temporal locations.
• CoarseFine networks are trained in an end-to-end manner without any temporal information loss and require much lower computation compared to the previous approaches. • Extensive experiments demonstrate that our Coarse-Fine networks outperform the state-of-the-art methods in terms of the per-frame labeling task. Moreover, combining our model to existing segment-based approaches shows that our fine-grained representations significantly improve the performance of temporal action localization. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the literature of action recognition, temporal action localization, and fine-grained temporal features. In Sec. III, we elaborate the details of our framework with the two independent but complementary networks: the coarse and fine networks. Extensive experiments and comparisons against the state-of-the-art techniques are presented in Sec. IV. We finally conclude our paper in Sec. V.
II. RELATED WORK A. ACTION RECOGNITION
Action recognition is a fundamental research problem in the computer vision field. Early methods deployed handcrafted features including HoG, HoF, and MBH [20] , [21] . Wang et al. [20] extracted hand-crafted features along the dense trajectories constructed from the optical flow, and classified a video using the bag-of-the-words model and nonlinear SVM. Improved dense trajectories (iDT) [21] introduced a warping algorithm to remove the global camera movement in the video based on RANSAC [22] with the SURF [23] features and optical flow. Meanwhile deep neural networks emerged in the 2D-image domain, TDD [24] utilized both hand-crafted trajectories and deep-learned features.
Two-Stream ConvNets [25] is the first deep learning approach that showed a significant performance compared to the hand-crafted techniques in the action recognition task. They addressed the difficulty of learning temporal features by explicitly splitting the input into two types: RGB frames and optical flow. Since independent streams can learn complementary representations, the result of their fusion is a lot superior than a single stream. Feichtenhofer et al. [26] explored various fusion strategies of the two streams and demonstrated the benefits of early fusion in terms of the number of parameters and the performance gain. On the other hand, TSN [27] introduced a simple sparse-sampling approach to teach the long-term temporal structure to the networks especially for long videos. As untrimmed and wild videos had been getting more attention, Wang et al. [28] introduced selection modules to rank or specify important frames with weak supervision.
On the other side, C3D [11] proposed a 3D CNN architecture for action recognition. Since videos are three-dimensional data, they claimed that 3D convolution is more suitable to jointly learn spatial and temporal features. They also demonstrated that a unified small kernel size of 3D convolution showed the best performance in the experiments. I3D [12] inflated two-dimensional convolution kernels pre-trained on ImageNet [29] to 3D filters by repeating them and took advantage of front running architectures in the 2D image domain such as Inception-v1 [30] . Wang et al. [13] introduced the Non-local blocks to capture long-range dependencies of spatio-temporal features. These blocks can be deployed in any 3D CNN model to boost its performance.
Very recently, SlowFast networks [14] manipulated input frame rate to assign different tasks to the Slow and Fast pathways. The low frame rate enforces the slow pathway to learn spatial appearance. On the other hand, the fast pathway focuses on learning motion features with high temporal rate. More importantly, the low channel capacity of the fast pathway weakens its capability of capturing spatial representations so that it concentrates on the temporal features.
Our CoarseFine networks are also inspired by SlowFast networks [14] . We adopt the two-stream architecture with a low channel capacity in one stream and the lateral connections. However, our model is different from them in two aspects: (1) The main goal of SlowFast networks is to separate the models into spatial and temporal streams to enhance the action recognition performance. On the other hand, we aim to assign the roles of two models to learning global and local representations. Therefore, we do not adjust any frame rate and the direction of our lateral connection is the opposite of the SlowFast model. (2) Low channel capacity is deployed in SlowFast networks to weaken the fast pathway to focus on motion features. However, we utilize the low channel capacity to encourage the fine network to preserve temporal granularity. We show a significant performance improvement in our experiments when deploying the fusion of both the RGB and optical-flow models, which shows that the benefits from the preservation of granularity in our model are complementary.
B. TEMPORAL ACTION LOCALIZATION
Temporal action localization is a problem to find a time interval of an action instance in an untrimmed video as well as classifying the instance. Early methods introduced various strategies of action proposals inspired by the object detection models [4] , [5] , [7] . S-CNN [4] introduced three independent networks for generating, classifying, and localizing action proposals. They specialized the localization loss to prevent the network from producing false negatives. To address the expensive inference time of the sliding window scheme, DAP [5] and SST [6] deployed recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
As two-stage approaches had been successful in object detection [1] - [3] , a number of methods in temporal action localization deployed multi-stage strategies [31] - [35] . TURN [31] jointly learned to generate and refine action proposals as well as fast computation by re-using features. SSN [32] and TCN [34] utilized the temporal context before and after a proposal to precisely rank it. ETP [35] further divided the framework into three steps for accurate localization. On the other hand, R-C3D [33] deployed the R-CNN architecture [3] with the C3D [11] model. Moreover, TAL-Net [36] specialized the Faster R-CNN [3] architecture for temporal action localization.
Recently, frame-level feature learning and predictions are used to generate more precise action proposals. TAG [8] used a bottom-up algorithm to generate segments from a frame-level probability distribution. Yuan et al. [37] computed probabilities of each frame being the start, middle, and end of an action instance and localized actions with the structured maximal sum. CTAP [38] combined the complementary benefits from segment-based and frame-level approaches with sliding windows and actionness scores. Especially for actionness scores, BSN [9] used the probabilities of each frame being an action boundary to generate precise action proposals and proposed a ranking strategy. On the other hand, MGG [10] jointly learned to generate fixed-length proposals and their actionness scores. They refined the generated proposals based on the actionness scores.
C. FINE-GRAINED TEMPORAL FEATURES
Yeung et al. [15] introduced the MultiTHUMOS dataset and the importance of frame-level predictions. They used a variant of LSTM to model temporal relations with multiple input. Afterwards, the need of fine-grained temporal features and predictions was again raised by CDC [16] . They suggested that the results of the segment-based approaches can be further refined by dense predictions at a frame level. They utilized the C3D [11] network and added convolutionalde-convolutional (CDC) filters to the end of the network. By introducing convolution and de-convolution at the same time, the CDC network can jointly learn dense representations of the same length as the input volume. However, it basically upsamples the temporal dimension after all the pooling operations. Therefore, it could fail to recover precise temporal granularity because the required information can be lost. [12] backbone designed for the action recognition. Therefore, it has temporal pooling operations to have large receptive fields to encode global context of an input video. While the overall architecture of the fine network is analogous to the coarse one, the channel capacity is β times lighter than the coarse one to have lower computational cost and to distinguish its role from the coarse network. Moreover, the fine network does not have any downsampling operations to preserve the temporal granularity. In order to compensate for the narrow receptive fields of the fine network caused by the absence of temporal pooling, lateral connections are deployed to share the intermediate representation of the coarse network with the fine network.
On the other hand, Dai et al. [17] and Yang et al. [18] used dilated convolutions to preserve temporal receptive fields as they reduced downsampling along the temporal dimension. Dai et al. [17] used 1D convolution blocks with multi-stride temporal dilation to handle with multi-scale temporal features on top of a 2D CNN model. Yang et al. [18] introduced temporal dilated convolution called temporal preservation convolution (TPC) to keep the time dimension by removing downsampling but to preserve the receptive field using strided convolutions. In spite of the benefits from dilated convolution, they could fail to preserve crucial representations since they are essentially based on a uniform sampling along the temporal axis. Moreover, dilated convolutions need more computational cost and complicated implementation from a practical standpoint.
Recently, Yang et al. [19] proposed frame segmentation networks (FSN), which is a 1D temporal convolution network on top of a pre-trained 2D CNN model. It achieved a superior performance in terms of per-frame mean average precision. However, it can be applied only to 2D CNN, which is a critical drawback because 3D CNNs are now more prevailing and powerful in action recognition.
III. OUR APPROACH A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let us define an untrimmed input video V as a sequence of image frames as follows:
where f i is the i th frame of the video V , and L is the length of the video V . We also denote M ground-truth action instances as A * 1 , ..., A * M and each instance A * k as a pair (
, and C * k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K } is an action class when we have K actions categories in consideration. Note that f s k and f e k are the start and end frames of the k th action instance, respectively. The goal of the temporal action localization problem is to find all action instances of the given video.
Anchor-based techniques [31] - [35] generate proposals and refine them to directly estimate action instances. However, our model rather aims to compute fine-grained predictions at a frame level as follows:
where the j th element of p i corresponds to the score of the j th action class at the i th frame. In order to train our model without loss of generality, we have added a background action class to have K + 1 categories in total. Once fine-grained predictions P for all video frames are computed, we can generate action instances by utilizing them. The action proposals produced by anchor-based techniques can be refined based on our fine-grained predictions as done in [16] . We can also perform the frame grouping [18] to identify action instances based on the frame-level predictions. Detailed procedures of the aforementioned refinement-based and grouping-based algorithms are described in Sec. IV-E.2 and Sec. IV-E.3, respectively.
B. OVERVIEW
The methods for precise temporal action localization discussed in Sec. II-C have tried to address the difficulty of preserving temporal granularity based on the single existing stream of the backbone network. However, they could suffer from the loss of temporal information or performance degradation of the backbone because the architecture of the backbone is not originally for dense predictions.
In order to overcome the challenge, we propose Coarse-Fine networks with a two-stream architecture: the coarse and fine networks. Fig. 2 illustrates a conceptual diagram of our proposed model. The coarse network is a general 3D CNN model for action classification with downsampling operations. Unlike the previous approaches, we do not change the backbone model to fully exploit its performance of the action description. Another stream, the fine network, is designed to keep the temporal dimension. The architecture of the fine network is basically similar to the coarse one but with a lower channel capacity. Its lightweight property encourages the fine network to distinguish its role from the coarse network and reduces the computational cost as well. In order to compensate for the lower capability of the fine network, we deploy lateral connections to share the rich features of the coarse network with the fine network.
C. COARSE NETWORK
Our coarse network is a 3D CNN model with temporal pooling operations to have informative features in its intermediate representations. In order to fully exploit recent highly accurate action recognition models trained on large-scale benchmarks, we directly utilize their learned parameters to initialize the coarse network. This way enables the coarse network to encode highly semantic feature representations to understand the action classes. However, the temporal dimension is contracted as it goes deeper with pooling operations.
1) THE NECESSITY OF DOWNSAMPLING
Temporal downsampling in the coarse network is crucial in two aspects: (1) Almost all the neural network models for the action recognition perform pooling operations to efficiently enlarge receptive fields. When we use pooling layers along the time dimension, we can grow the receptive field sizes exponentially while stacking convolution layers without downsampling enlarges the size at a linear rate.
(2) Pooling operations are important non-linear transformation. While dilated convolutions skip nodes in an uniform manner, downsampling selects or aggregates representations so that the model can extract more discriminative and translation-invariant features. Hence, we take all of the aforementioned benefits from temporal downsampling by keeping the original architecture for the coarse network, which is one of the major differences between our CoarseFine networks and SlowFast networks [14] .
D. FINE NETWORK
The main goal of the fine network is to learn find-grained representations while preserving the temporal granularity. The architecture of the fine network is analogous to the coarse network but has two major differences.
1) FINE-GRAINED TEMPORAL FEATURES
First, the fine network does not deploy any pooling layers along the temporal dimension. This design does not require any additional parameters. Therefore, the network can be trained with a relatively small number of data. Moreover, this approach enables the fine network to be specialized for To match the dimensions between the two feature maps, we repeat the coarse feature maps α times along the temporal axis and concatenate them in a channel-wise manner. This way enriches the fine network with the long-term temporal context and compensates for the narrow receptive fields.
learning local features and keep the temporal dimension. Unlike dilated convolutions, the network densely convolves the values without any loss of information. It thus fully explores fine-grained temporal features.
2) LOW CHANNEL CAPACITY
Second, the fine network has a low channel capacity. The absence of the temporal pooling can cause increases of computational cost. However, the lightweight architecture with a small number of channels resolves the problem. The degraded capability not only significantly reduces computation but also encourages the fine network to focus more on temporal granularity. As a result, our lightweight design of the fine network pursues both efficiency and preservation of temporal information.
Our fine network, specifically, has β times lower channel capacity than the coarse network, where β is a constant ranging in (0, 1). Note that the required computation quadratically decreases with respect to β [14] . In practice, we typically set β as 1/8 in our experiments, and our fine network occupies only 9.4% of the required computation of our entire Coarse-Fine networks.
Our coarse network which employs temporal downsampling efficiently enlarges its receptive fields along the time dimension and extract features which describe relatively long-term semantics of human actions compared to the fine network. On the other hand, the fine network preserves temporal granularity with computational efficiency based on the low channel capacity. These two complementary networks are, therefore, much more cost-effective in terms of computation than the previous methods such as the downsamplingand-upsampling approach or dilated convolutions.
More importantly, the fine network with a low channel capacity leads itself to distinguish its role from the coarse network. The coarse network is more suitable than the fine stream for describing global context since its parameters can be initialized with pre-trained models from a large-scale benchmark like the Kinetics [39] dataset, and it aggregates the features along the time dimension with a sufficient number of channels. On the other hand, the fine network is instead focusing to keep temporal granularity which is hardly achieved by the coarse network due to pooling operations along the temporal dimension.
As a result, the fine network with a lightweight architecture finds the locations of actions while the coarse network has a better sense to specify the global action class. We validate the benefits of our scheme which decouples the roles of the two networks by the extensive experiments reported in Sec. IV.
E. LATERAL CONNECTIONS
The fine network intentionally has narrow receptive fields along the time dimension since it does not have any downsampling operations. In order to compensate for it, we ask the coarse network to share its features extracted from a relatively longer time interval with the fine network via lateral connections, as illustrated in the center of Fig. 2 .
When the coarse network shrinks its temporal dimension α times from the beginning by a sequence of pooling operations, the shape of its feature map is 1 α T × H × W × C, where C, T , H , and W are the number of channels, temporal length, width, and height of the feature map, respectively. On the other hand, the feature dimension of the fine network is T × H × W × βC as the fine network does not have any contraction along the time dimension. Each feature map of the coarse network is then matched to α feature maps of the fine network along the time axis.
Take an example described in Fig. 3 . The first feature map of the coarse network corresponds to the 1st and 2nd feature maps of the fine network, when α is 2 as in the figure. In other words, the 5th feature map of the coarse network contains the aggregated information of 9th and 10th frames. We deploy unidirectional lateral connections that share the features of the coarse network with their corresponding feature maps of the fine network.
Let us denote H coarse k,i as the i th feature map of the coarse network along the temporal axis after the k th temporal contraction. H fine k,j is similarly defined for the fine network, but the range of j will not be narrowed since the fine network does not employ any downsampling along the temporal dimension. Our lateral connection enriches the feature maps of the fine network by concatenating the corresponding feature maps of the coarse network as follows:
where concat function concatenates the two features maps and x is a floor function.
In practice, to sake of the simplicity we repeat the whole feature map of the coarse network by α times to have its shape in T × H × W × C and concatenate them to the feature maps of the fine network. As a result, the feature shape of the fine [12] backbone when β = 1/8. The final column shows the output size of each stage, where T is the temporal dimension and S 2 is the width and height. C and F in the final column indicate the coarse network and the fine network, respectively. The inception module is denoted by inc. We describe the four branches of an inception module with only their channels and the pooling method in the table. The architecture of the coarse network is identical to I3D [12] . On the other hand, the fine network deploys lightweight channel capacity with the analogous architecture of the coarse network. Lateral connections are employed after each pooling stages and the final layer, which are pool 1, pool 2, pool 3, pool 4, and inc5b. network after the lateral connection becomes T × H × W × (1 + β)C as the next input to the fine network. Table 1 shows the entire architecture of CoarseFine networks with the I3D [12] backbone. We denote T ×S 2 as the temporal and spatial dimensions of the output sizes for each layer where T is the temporal length and S is the width and height of the input. We use inc to indicate an inception module of I3D [12] and describe the inception modules in 4 columns with only channels of convolutions and the pooling method.
F. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The coarse network has the exact same architecture as the backbone. It includes temporal pooling operations, and its time dimension decreases as the stream gets deeper. Therefore, it has larger receptive fields with wide channels. We can utilize the learned parameters trained on a large-scale dataset and preserve the high performance of the I3D [12] backbone.
On the other hand, the fine network does not have any temporal downsampling layers in its stream. The architecture is similar to the coarse network but with a low channel capacity. In Table 1 , its channel depth is 1/8 times shallower than the coarse network. Since the fine network does not include pooling operations along the temporal dimension, its output sizes keep the length of the input sequence while its spatial dimensions continuously decrease.
On top of the two streams, lateral connections are added after each pooling stage and the final layer, which are pool1, pool2, pool3, pool4, and inc5b. These lateral connections combine the representations of the coarse network to the fine one so that they compensate for the narrow receptive fields of the fine network.
Finally, the output of CoarseFine networks is fed into a softmax layer in a frame-wise manner to produce find-grained predictions P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p L } for the input volume V = {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f L }. We can label each frame f i of the volume V as the corresponding action category C * k including the background class with the ground truth A * 1 , ..., A * M . Note that we consider a frame which does not belong to any action instance A * k as a background according to the frame interval
During training with a mini batch of N sequences randomly sampled from N videos, we denote p n,i is the probability distribution for the i th frame in the n th sequence of the mini batch. The total loss L is defined as:
where p (c) n,i is the probability of the class c for the i-th frame in the n-th sequence of a mini batch, and C * k stands for the ground-truth class of the corresponding action instance A * k .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the benefits of our proposed model in three types of evaluation: per-frame labeling, S-CNN testing, and FGM testing. Details of each type of evaluation protocol are described later. We compare our results against the state-of-the-art methods including CDC [16] , TPC [18] , and FSN [19] . Besides the existing models, we further introduce two supplementary baselines with the I3D [12] backbone.
In our experiments, we denote our model as CoarseFine.
Note that we consistently use our parameter β as 1/8 in the all experiments except the ablation studies as stated in Sec. III-D.2.
A. DATASETS
We conduct experiments with two large public benchmarks of temporal action localization: THUMOS14 [40] and ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] :
• THUMOS14 [40] has 1,010 and 1,574 untrimmed videos as its validation and testing data, respectively.
Specifically, 200 and 212 videos have temporal annotations in the validation and testing sets, respectively. The dataset has 20 action classes. We use the validation set for training and the testing set for evaluation as done in [15] - [19] .
• ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] In this section, we elaborate implementation details especially for training. In our experiments, we use the fusion results of the RGB and flow models with the I3D [12] backbone. We extract frames from videos at 25 FPS. TVL1 [42] and Brox [43] are utilized to extract optical flow for the THUMOS14 [40] and ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] datasets, respectively. We forward videos with a sliding window of 64 frames without any overlap for inference as the baselines [16] - [19] . When we sample sequences as a mini batch during training, we ensure the ratio between foreground, background, and boundary sequences keeps nearly 4:2:1, where a foreground sequence only contains one action category, and a boundary sequence has both action and background classes before or after an action instance.
1) THUMOS14
As for the THUMOS14 [40] dataset, we train CoarseFine networks from the pre-trained weights learned on Kinetics-400 [39] . We follow the pre-processing process as done in [12] , which performs random cropping and horizontal flipping. The model is trained for the duration of 200 epochs with RGB frames and 300 epochs with optical flow. We use the batch size of 16, and each element of a batch has a sequence of 64 frames randomly sampled from a video. Both RGB and flow models start with the learning rate of 0.0001 and are updated by the Adam [44] optimizer. The learning rate is decayed by 1/10 when the number of epochs reaches to 70 and 150 in a staircase manner. For the flow model, we further schedule the learning rate by setting it as 0.00001 when the epochs become 200 and by decaying it by 1/10 when the epochs turn to 250 and 290 as done in [12] .
2) ACTIVITYNET-V1. 3 We also train our model with the ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] dataset. Similarly to the THUMOS14 dataset, we use the pre-trained weights and follow the pre-processing method of [12] . Our model is trained for 80 epochs with the RGB input and 120 epochs with the optical flow. We use the batch size of 16, and each element of a batch has a sequence of 64 frames randomly sampled from a video. Both the RGB and flow models use the starting learning rate of 0.0001 with [40] . Superior performance on the per-frame labeling task validates that our model produces more accurate labels for each frame, and the representations of CoarseFine networks are more suitable for precise temporal action localization.
the Adam [44] optimizer and decay the learning rate by 1/10 when the epochs become 40 and 65 in a staircase way. We further change the learning rate of the flow model by setting it as 0.00001 when the epochs turn into 80 and by decaying it by 1/10 when the epochs turn to 100 and 110 like [12] in a similar way for the THUMOS14 dataset.
C. SUPPLEMENTARY BASELINES
Besides the existing techniques, we additionally introduce new baselines, Dense I3D [12] and TPC [18] , based on the I3D [12] backbone to clearly show the benefits of our method. Those two models are trained in the same procedure as our method as described in Sec. IV-B. All the results of the supplementary baselines are based on their fusion model.
1) DENSE I3D BASELINE
Dense I3D [12] is a simple model for fine-grained temporal representations. Its overall architecture is based on I3D [12] . However, we have removed all temporal downsampling operations by setting the temporal stride as one. As pointed in Sec. III-D.1, this approach without downsampling makes the receptive fields of the network very narrow. This baseline is introduced to show a base performance of the I3D [12] backbone to extract fine-grained features.
2) TPC BASELINE TPC [18] is originally proposed to be combined with the C3D [11] backbone in their work. However, we instantiate TPC [18] with I3D [12] for a fair comparison. In order to do this, we first replace all the convolutions with dilated convolutions. We then remove all temporal downsampling operations by modifying the temporal stride size to 1. Finally, the stride sizes of dilated convolutions are determined to keep the temporal dimension as done in TPC [18] . Specifically, we use 1 as the temporal stride size of dilation for conv1, 2 for conv2, inc3a, and inc3b, 4 for inc4a, inc4b, inc4c, inc4d, and inc4e, and 8 for inc5a and inc5b. The other parts are all the same as the I3D [12] backbone. 
D. PER-FRAME LABELING
We first evaluate our model on the per-frame labeling task. This evaluation demonstrates the accuracy of the frame-wise predictions. Therefore, the high per-frame labeling mAP proves the fidelity of the fine-grained temporal representations of the model, and they can be deployed for accurate temporal action localization. We conduct per-frame labeling with the THUMOS14 [40] and ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] datasets.
1) EVALUATION PROTOCOL
We follow the protocol utilized in the previous work [15] - [19] to compute the accuracy of per-frame labeling task. Intuitively, the frame-level predictions are treated as a retrieval task. We, specifically, rank all of the frames according to their confidence scores for each class, and then calculate average precision (AP) of the class. Finally, we compute mean AP (mAP) by averaging the scores of AP over all classes. We denote the computed mAP value as a per-frame mAP. For a fair comparison with the baselines [16] - [19] , we utilize the evaluation code of CDC [16] publicly available online.
2) COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART Table. 2 shows the results of the per-frame labeling task on THUMOS14 [40] . Our approach outperforms the state-ofthe-art results in terms of the per-frame mAP. CoarseFine networks can learn and preserve temporal representations since the model takes advantage of both coarse and fine features. Methods with dilated convolution may sacrifice crucial representations due to its uniformly sampling nature. However, our fine network does not lose any temporal moments but with a low channel capacity. Moreover, the coarse network of our model does not need to be degraded to preserve the temporal dimension so that more accurate coarse representations can be extracted and utilized to produce fine-grained predictions. The scores of per-frame mAP on ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] are reported in Table. 3. Our model consistently shows a superior performance over the baselines. Moreover, the performance improvement is even higher in this larger benchmark. Those results confirm that our framework produces more accurate fine-grained representations on a large-scale data. The number of action classes of ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] is 10 times larger than THUMOS14 [40] , and CoarseFine networks can preserve temporal granularity in such more wild and complicated videos. ) . The results of the standard testing type on the top of this table are the mAP scores of the temporal action localization methods that directly predict the segments with the labels for the detection task. The middle results are the accuracies of the localized segments refined by the fine-grained features of the tested methods from the proposals generated by the S-CNN [4] . The detailed protocol of the S-CNN testing is given in Sec. IV-E.2. Our model shows higher or at least comparable accuracies with the previous methods. Lastly, the results in the bottom confirm that the performance of our model outperforms the baselines with FGM testing. Our model significantly outperforms the baselines especially from the IoU 0.1 to 0.7, which means that our fine-grained predictions as themselves can be utilized for precise action localization. All the scores in the table except for the supplementary baselines are directly from their literature, and the omitted values indicated with '−' are not available in the papers.
TABLE 4. Temporal action localization performance on THUMOS14 via S-CNN and FGM testings with various IoUs (Intersection of Unions

E. TEMPORAL ACTION LOCALIZATION
In addition to per-frame labeling, we evaluate our model for the precise temporal action localization task. Better fine-grained temporal predictions and features can improve the results of existing localization methods. There are two types of evaluations for temporal action localization in our experiments: S-CNN testing and frame-grouping-method (FGM) testing. These testing methods are also used in the baselines [16] , [18] , [19] . By these two testing protocols, we can validate the capability of a model for precise temporal action localization.
1) EVALUATION PROTOCOL
The accuracy of the temporal action localization is also measured by mean average precision (mAP). First, the generated detection results are ranked according to their confidence scores within each class. If the intersection of union (IoU) between a detected result and the corresponding ground-truth slice in the video is not less than the specified threshold, it is considered as a positive one. If multiple prediction results correspond to a single ground-truth interval, only one prediction result with the maximal IoU is selected as a positive candidate, and the other results are all considered negative. We utilized the public evaluation code released by THUMOS14 [40] and ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] to compute mAPs.
2) S-CNN TESTING
The S-CNN testing is first introduced by CDC [16] . They use the generated proposals of S-CNN [4] and refine them with their fine-grained temporal predictions. More specifically, they first extend each proposal on both sides by the percentage γ of the proposal length, where a typical value of γ is 1/8. Afterwards, they determine the action class by averaging the scores over the frames within the proposal. If the category belongs to the background class, they stop the refinement process and discard the extended proposal. When extending the proposal successfully, they perform the Gaussian kernel density estimation to obtain the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the score distribution within the proposal. Then they shrink its temporal boundaries until they reach a frame with the confidence score no lower than µ − σ and set the confidence score by calculating the mean of the confidence scores of all the frames over the proposal. Similar to Sec. IV-D.1, we utilize the code of CDC [16] which is publicly open online to refine the segments of S-CNN [4] .
3) FGM TESTING
The frame-grouping-method (FGM) testing is introduced by TPC [18] to evaluate and directly utilize frame-level predictions for temporal action localization. FGM is a simple bottom-up algorithm to group per-frame results to make localization segments. Given a threshold, we find the frames with the scores greater than or equal to the threshold. Then we group all the consecutive frames with the scores not less than the threshold. In order to choose the thresholds, we first uniformly sample candidate values in the interval from 0 to 1 with the step size 0.025 in our experiments. We then find the best combination of up to 3 threshold values by computing the mAP score on the validation set with the non-maximum-suppression (NMS) process. The best combination of the thresholds is consistently used in the experiments. Table. 4 are the mAPs of the standard temporal action localization task. The standard methods directly predict the segments for temporal action localization without refinement or grouping.
4) COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
In the middle of Table. 4, our method provides a higher accuracy in the S-CNN testing compared to the previous approaches. These results show that our fine-grained temporal predictions and features can be facilitated for more accurate temporal action localization. There should be an upper bound of the performance improvement by the refinement process as we evaluate the tested methods based on the proposals of S-CNN [4] . Nevertheless, our model significantly improves the quality of the segments especially from the IoU 0.1 to 0.5. As for the IoU values higher than 0.5, the performance of TPC [18] and our model with the I3D [12] backbone can be considered near the upper bound. The results, therefore, demonstrate that CoarseFine networks remarkably improve the existing segment-based method with the fine-grained temporal representations better than the baselines.
The bottom part of Table. 4 shows the performance of the models in grouping the per-frame predictions using the FGM protocol introduced in Sec. IV-E.3. As reported in the table, our model significantly outperforms the state-of-theart methods by more than 2.3% points in mAP when the IoU threshold is 0.5. In the same sense of S-CNN testing, more accurate performance in FGM testing clearly validates that our per-frame temporal representations are more adequate to utilize them for precise temporal action detection. Fig. 4 provides examples of refined S-CNN [4] proposals by Dense I3D [12] , TPC [18] with I3D [12] , and our Coarse-Fine networks. Although Dense I3D [12] and TPC [18] with I3D [12] slightly improve the proposal of S-CNN [4] , the results are still not precise enough. However, the distribution of our model properly specifies the action instances. As a result, CoarseFine networks produce more accurate refined proposals compared to the baselines with a clear improvement in terms of IoU.
F. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
While our method provides higher accuracies in both the per-frame predictions and the temporal action localization tasks compared to the state-of-the-art techniques, we also highlight that our method is more efficient in terms of computational cost. As mentioned in Sec. III-D, our framework does not hold huge activation maps with a large number of channels in the coarse network since it has sufficient downsampling operations. Moreover, the fine network deploys a low channel capacity although it has no temporal downsampling. Ablation study on β. This table reports the results of ablation study on the channel capacity determined by β in terms of per-frame mAP and the average of the mAPs over the IoU threshold 0.1 to 0.9 in S-CNN testing. We also show GFLOPs with respect to the channel capacity. As expected in Sec. III-D.2, the consistent trend of the performance demonstrates that a low channel capacity not only reduces the computational cost but also distinguishes the role of the fine network from the coarse one.
TABLE 7.
Ablation study on input modalities. The table shows the results of ablations with the input types: RGB and optical flow. The fusion result with our RGB and flow models provides significantly higher performance compared to the individual modality. This result supports our claim in Sec. II-A that the main goal of our framework is complementary with that of SlowFast networks [14] .
terms of the required number of floating point operations (FLOPs). The GFLOPs of our model are more than 2 times less than those of the baselines when β is 1/8. The dilated convolution consumes much more floating point operations because it needs to keep all the intermediate values of the nodes in practice. However, our model with β = 1/8 additionally requires only about 10.4% GFLOPs from the original backbone network. Therefore, our model is a lot more computationally efficient while providing a significantly higher accuracy.
G. ABLATION STUDIES 1) CHANNEL CAPACITY Table. 6 shows the results of ablation study on β that controls the channel capacity of our fine network. We measure the per-frame mAP and the average score of the mAPs over the IoU thresholds 0.1 to 0.9 in S-CNN testing. As we expected in Sec. III-D.2, the consistent trend of the accuracies over various values for β validates that a low channel capacity of the fine network not only reduces computational cost but also distinguishes its role from the coarse one. We observe FIGURE 4. Examples of refined action instances from S-CNN proposals. This figure visualizes the results of the refinement process by three tested methods from the proposals produced by S-CNN [4] as described in Sec. IV-E.2. The smoothed distributions of probability predicted by TPC [18] and CoarseFine networks with the I3D [12] backbone are also illustrated. The score in each segment indicates the IoU value with respect to the overlapped ground truth. The distribution of CoarseFine networks appropriately describes the action instances, and the refined proposals of CoarseFine networks have the highest-overlap over those of the baselines. that 1/4 and 1/8 for β show the best performance. Especially when β is 1, the model outputs the worst accuracy even with about 3 times more GFLOPs than the case with β = 1/8. Extremely high channel capacity can cause the overfitting problem and confuses the roles of our two streams. Therefore, a low channel capacity of the fine network is essential and beneficial in our framework with regard to performance and computational cost. Table. 7 reports the results of ablation study on input modalities. The fusion of the RGB and flow models shows significant improvement compared to the individual model in terms of both per-frame mAP and the average score of the mAPs over the IoU thresholds 0.1 to 0.9 in S-CNN testing. As we claimed in Sec. II-A, this result confirms that CoarseFine networks aim to preserve the temporal granularity not to capture motion features. This is the main difference between our method and SlowFast networks [14] and the benefits of our framework are complementary.
2) INPUT MODALITIES
V. CONCLUSION
Preserving the time granularity is important in the temporal action localization task. In this paper, we have proposed our CoarseFine networks to learn fine-grained temporal representations with a low computational cost by factorizing the model into the two streams: the coarse and the fine networks. Our coarse network has a powerful action description capability by taking advantage of the successful action recognition models. In contrast, the fine network has its own task to focus on local representations with a low channel capacity to preserve temporal granularity efficiently. Our extensive experiments confirm that CoarseFine networks outperform the state-of-the-art in terms of the per-frame action category prediction and precise temporal action localization by a significant margin on both THUMOS14 [40] and ActivityNet-v1.3 [41] datasets.
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